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B-MODE AND POWER DOPPLER ULTRASONOGRAPHY OF THE EQUINE SUSPENSORY LIGAMENT BRANCHES
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Purpose of the work. B-mode ultrasonography (US) is considered essential for a diagnosis of suspensory ligament desmopathies. In human medicine, the presence of Doppler signal is frequently present in painful tendinopathies. The aim of this work was to compare B-mode ultrasonographic findings with Power Doppler (PD) ultrasonographic findings in suspensory ligament branches (SLBs) in horses with and without desmopathy.

Materials and used methods. Nineteen hindlimbs and 15 forelimbs of 13 horses were examined for a total of 68 SLBs. All SLBs were evaluated using B-mode US and PD US. The PD US images with maximal color activity were selected for analysis and subjectively compared with the corresponding B-mode US images.

Outcomes. B-mode US revealed abnormalities in 43 SLBs while 25 had no B-mode US abnormalities. The PD activity was detected in 23 of the 43 SLBs abnormal at B-mode US. In 20 SLBs with abnormalities at B-mode US, PD signal was not detected. None of the 25 SLBs classified as normal at B-mode US showed PD activity. PD score was higher in the lame limb, in acutely lame horses and in SLBs with more severe abnormalities at B-mode US.

Conclusions. The results of this study suggest a potential correlation between PD activity and clinical symptoms, with normal SLBs being PD signal-free and PD signal being more evident in ligaments with hypoechoic areas of lame horses. However, the correlation between the degree of ligament thickening and PD signal and the correlation between PD signal and pain should be further studied.
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